At-Home Learning Program
Year __K__ Term ____2__ Week __2__
Sing some songs:
Ten in the bed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=TdDypyS_5zE
Mr Clickety cane
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=r8yOGLD4PLU

Lookout on SEESAW for your
weekly music activities.
Miss Barbera will add them
under activities on Tuesday
morning.

Mrs Sabatino – Maths
Shape: Pentagon 1. Watch the video
about Pentagons. Can you draw a
Pentagon. If it is too tricky ask an
adult to help you. Can you can turn
your pentagon into a person? Can
you use the colours blue, red and
yellow in your picture?

Comparing Height
Look around your home for
something tall, and something short
and something in between. Have a
go at ordering your objects from
shortest to tallest.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=WhzcyYP6jYM

Drawing
Listen to me read “Wombat Stew”
again on Seesaw from last week. In
your scrap books draw some things
that you would put into a stew.

Mother’s Day.
We have added a card with a love
heart on the front for you to
decorate to give to mum on
Mother’s Day. We have added a tea
bag and some chocolate as a
surprise!

Shapes.
Using the pop sticks in your pack
what shapes can you make? Can you
make a square, a triangle or a
rectangle? How about a hexagon?

Tracing:
In your packs there are three pages
with dotted shapes to trace. Have a
go at tracing the shapes on the first
page. Can you colour them in? Glue
you page into your scrapbook.

Building:
Can you make a house? Use any
materials that you can find to create a
house. Your house can be 2D or
3D. What shapes did you use to
make your house? Upload your
house to seesaw so I can have a
look!

Cutting
In your pack there is a diamond
shape to cut out. Carefully cut it out
and glue it into your scrap book. You
can colour it in and decorate it if you
wish.

Play a game
Think about different games you
could play (freeze, musical chairs,
hide and seek etc) and play some of
these games together.

Yoga
Cosmic Yoga: Nursery Rhymes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=d85dwAcAaU&list=PL8snGkhBF7ngqv160
qM0Uf9IDaBkGzpo5&index=22

Name
Have a go at tracing your name
which is laminated in your pack. Very
carefully trace each letter, trying your
best to stay on the lines.

Playdough
Ask a parent if you can help them
make the playdough recipe in the
pack if you don’t already have some
at home. Use the playdough to
create faces, snakes, creatures. Take
a photo and upload to seesaw.

Library.
Ms Maslin will upload some stories
for you to listen to on Seesaw. Keep
an eye out for a notification from
her!

Play
Have fun playing with your toys and
books. Remember to help your
parents by packing your toys away
when you have finished with them.

